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The lupine is now in its glory. It is the more important, because
it occurs in such extensive patches, even an acre or more together,
and of such a pleasing variety of colors, - purple, pink, or lilac,
and white, - especially with the sun on it, when the transparency of

the flower makes its color changeable. It paints a whole hillside
with its blue, making such a field (if not meadow) as Proserpine
might have wandered in. Its leaf was made to be covered with dewdrops
I am quite excited by this prospect of blue flowers in clumps with
narrow intervals. Such a profusion of the heavenly, the elysian,
color, as if these were the Elysian fields... No other flowers exhibit
so much blue. That is the value of the lupine. The earth is blued
with them. . .You passed along here, perchance, a fortnight ago, and

the hillside was comparatively barren, but now you come and these
glorious redeemers appear to have flashed out here all at once. Who
planted the seeds of the lupine in the barren soil? Who watereth
the lupines in the fields?
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THOREAU 'S MYTHOLOGICAL HUMOR

by Richard F. Fleck

Henry David Thoreau is not generally know for his humor; however,
some significant studies have appeared which examine this very aspect.
To this date no one has explored specifically Thoreau 1

s use of mythol-
ogy for the purpose of humor. Inasmuch as a great deal of his humor
is buttressed by mythological analogue, this study will collect and
examine passages throughout his writings which fall into the category
of mythological humor.

It must be noted that Thoreau tended to think of humor as but a

small part of human expression: "Humor takes a narrower vision

—

however broad and genial it may be— than enthusiasm. "2 He also re-
corded in the Journal with reference to Carlyle's humor that "He is

essentially a humorist. But humors will not feed a man; they are
the least satisfactory morsel to the healthy appetite. "3 Nonethe-
less, Thoreau proved himself to be a humorist of no small merit.
While his humor does not always make use of mythology, a good cross
section of it does, and the many references he makes to world myth
gives his humor an added dimension which it would otherwise not have.
Through world mythology, he is able to transcend time and space to

arrive at poetic truth. Generally speaking, his humor containing
mythological references falls into two categories: the humor of cir-
cumstance and the humor of word play. The former involves not only
people of all types but also himself, and the latter varies from
Scandinavian legendary names to Greek and Roman gods

.

In 1847 Thoreau 1

s class secretary, Henry Williams, sent a ques-
tionnaire to all members of the Harvard Class of 1837. The reticent
man from Concord replied several months later by applying the Iolaus
myth to his own occupational circumstance: "It is not one but le-
gion, I will give you some of the monster's heids. I am a School-
mas ter-a private tutor,—a Surveyor—a Gardener, a Farmer—a Painter,
I mean a House Painter, a Carpenter, a Mason, A Day-Laborer, a

Pencil-Maker, a Glass-paper Maker, a Writer, and sometimes a Poet-
aster. If you will act the part of Iolas (Iolaus) and apply a hot
iron to any of these heads, I shall be greatly obliged to you."^
This must be one of the most unusual alumni letters ever written,
thanks to its classical ridiculousness.

In a far more satirical vein, Thoreau makes use of the same myth
with reference to the seemingly frenzied activities of his fellow
Concordians . Their work seems more tortuous than the self-imposed
penance of the legendary Brahmins and more arduous than the labors
of mythical Hercules: "The twelve labors of Hercules were trifling
in comparison with those which my neighbors have undertaken; for
they were only twelve, and had an end; but I could never see that
these men slew or captured any monster or finished any labor. They
have no friend Iolus (Iolaus) to burn with a hot iron the root of

the hydra's head, but as soon as one head is crushed, two spring
up .

"-> This sharp reproof of the futile activity of Concordians
gains added dimension through a contrast with the exhausting and
painful activity of Greek gods perpetually slaying hydra heads only
to have more heads replace the old ones.



Thoreau employs the Greek myth of Orpheus to parallel his cir-
cumstance of being lured by the gossip and material concerns of Con-
cord village. In so doing he creates a humorous passage reminiscent
of Greek comedy: "For the most part I escaped wonderfully from
these dangers (lures of the village) either by proceeding at once bold-

ly and without deliberation to the goal, as is recommended to those
who run the gauntlet, or by keeping my thoughts on high things, like
Orpheus, who 'loudly singing the praises of the gods to his lyre,

drowned the voices of the Sirens, and kept out of danger.' "° As
Walter Harding notes, the author of Walden is making use of Rhodius'
Argonautica , by applying it to his own circumstances.' The people
of Concord turned into Sirens luring poor Henry David can be taken
no more seriously than the wish to have his class secretary apply a

hot iron to one of his occupational heads.
The narrow pedagogy of graying scholars is also the target of

his humor. They fail to see that Greek myth still survives: "The
Corybantes, the Bacchantes, the rude primitive tragedians with their
processions and goat-song, and the whole paraphernalia of the Pana-
thenaea, which appear so antiquated and peculiar, have their paral"
lei now. The husbandman is always a better. Greek than the scholar
is prepared to appreciate, and the old custom still survives, while
antiquarians and scholars grow gray in commemorating it. The farm-
ers crowd to the fair to-day in obedience to the same ancient law,

which Solon or Lycurgus did enact, as naturally as bees swarm and
follow their queen. "8 As the poetic minds of Robert Herrick and
Henry David Thoreau well realized, the farmer's fair is a rich
source of seemingly ancient myth ritual which passes right under
the noses of scholars who commemorate ancient rites found in text
books

.

The cosmic Yankee satirizes the false sincerity and religious
hypocrisy of his fellow countrymen with the aid of an unusual Greek
mythological reference. Commenting on Sabbath bells which he and
his brother heard while they sailed on the river, Thoreau wrote,
"In most men's religion, the ligature which should be its umbili-
cal cord connecting them with divinity is rather like that thread
which the accomplices of Cylon held in their hands when they went
abroad from the temple of Minerva, the other end being attached to

the statue of the goddess. But frequently, as in their case, the

thread breaks, being stretched, and they are left without an asylum.""
The total insincerity of these accomplices under the tyrannous
leadership of Cylon was their own undoing. Even though they were
suppliants at the altar of Minerva, they were killed because of

their plot to seize the Acropolis. No matter how much the New
Englander heeded the Sabbath bells his insincerity will catch up

with him.

With parody verging on black humor, Thoreau links the legend of

the apple tree in the Garden of Eden to a late seventeenth-century
New England legend. In "Thursday" of A Week on the Concord and
Merrimack Rivers , he describes the Indian captivity of the Dustan
family: "On the 15th of March (1697) Hannah Dustan had been com-
pelled to rise from childbed, and half dressed, with one foot bare,
accompanied by her nurse, commence an uncertain march, in still



inclement weather, through the snow and the wilderness. She had
seen her seven elder children flee with their father, but knew not
of their fate. She had seen her infant's brains dashed out against
an apple-tree, and had left her own and her neighbors' dwellings in
ashes. "10 After being transferred naked from one Indian wigwam to

another and suffering much hardship, Hannah Dustan, along with other
captives, made an escape: "According to the historian (Thomas Hutch-
inson), they escaped as by a miracle all roving bands of Indians,
and reached their homes in safety. The family of Hannah Dustan all
assembled alive once more, except the infant whose brains were dashed
out against the apple-tree, and there have been many who in later
times have lived to say that they had eaten of the fruit of that
apple-tree." Thoreau then adds, "This seems a long while ago, and
yet it happened since Milton wrote his Paradise Lost."H

He creates a mythological ploy with apples once again by des-
cribing his train trip to the Midwest passing miles of luscious
apple orchards: "But the cars never stopped before one (apple tree),
and so I was launched on the bosom of the Mississippi without having
touched one, experiencing the fate of Tantalus. "12 Creatures rather
than Thoreau himself can be the subjects of his mythological humor
as well. Bullfrogs along the shores of Walden Pond are described as

"sturdy spirits of ancient wine-bibbers and wassailers, still un-
repentant, trying to sing a catch in their Stygian Lake,—if the
Walden nymphs will pardon the comparison. "13 with similar whimsey,
Thoreau comments on Cape Cod bar-rooms filled with foul cigar smoke

:

"The towns 'need to be ventilated. The gods would be pleased to see
some pure flames from their altars. They are not to be appeased with
cigar-smoke. "1^ Farther out on Cape Cod, the lighthouse keeper serves
as yet another vehicle for his humor. "But there are a hundred ves-
sels in sight at once," writes Thoreau in Cape Cod , "steering in all

directions, many on the very verge of the horizon, and he must have
more eyes than Argus (Argos), and be a good deal farther sighted, to

tell which are passing his light. "15 Even the one hundred eyes in

the back of the monster Argos' head would not be enough for the for-
lorn Cape Cod lighthouse keeper.

While walking the streets of Quebec City, the New England Yankee
was struck by the excessively militaristic nature of this walled
city with its citadel and marching soldiers. He commented on the

soldiers that they "made a sad impression on the whole, for it was
obvious that all true manhood was in the process of being drilled
out of them. I have no doubt that soldiers well drilled are, as a

class, peculiarly destitute of originality and independence. "16

Then, through mythology, Thoreau shoots a verbal cannon ball at
Quebec's fortifications and shatters them with his sense of humor:
"I committed all the gates to memory, in their order, which did not
cost me so much trouble as it would have done at the hundred-gated
city, there being only five; nor were they so hard to remember as

those seven of Boeotian Thebes; and, moreover, I thought that, if

seven champions were enough against the latter, one would be enough
against Quebec, though, he bore for all armor and device only an
umbrella and a bundle. "1? He has humorously reworked the Greek
legend of "seven against Thebes" into "one against Quebec." No



matter how uniformly the Canadian soldiers stamp their feet on the
ground, they are routed by a bearded Yankee with a bundle and an
umbrella.

Farther south, at the base of the rugged slopes of Mount Katah-
din in Aroostook County, Maine, Thoreau jests about the Indian rit-
ual of giving sacrifice to the god Pomola. He asked his Indian
guide "if he thought Pomola would let us (Thoreau and the guide) go
up and he answered that we must plant one bottle of rum on the top;
he had planted good many; and when he looked again, the rum was all
gone. "18 One can only guess that the god Pomola had become sacri-
ficed to the god Rum. whether or not he improvised on the following
native mythological legend is a matter of conjecture, but it is in-
cluded here with the supposition that it is mostly Thoreau' s rather
than the Penobscots': "The Indians say that the river (Penobscot)
once ran both ways, one half up and the other down, but that, since
the white man came, it all runs down, and now they must laboriously
pole their canoes against the stream, and carry them over numerous
portages. "1° Because the Concordian was highly critical of white
man's intrusion into Indian country, the passage seems to be a

Thoreauvian barb with an improvised Indian theme.

Later on during this excursion to Katahdin, Thoreau found him-
self in extremely difficult circumstances in the dense scrubby tim-
berline growth on the side of the mountain: "This was the sort of

garden I made my way over , for an eighth of a mile, at the risk, it

is true, of treading on some of the plants, not seeing any path
through it,—certainly the most treacherous and porous country I

ever travelled." Then he adds some lines of verse describing Satan
entering Paradise which gives levity to his own circumstance:

"'Nigh foundered on he fares,

Trading the crude consistence, half on foot,
Half flying. '"20

In addition to creating humor of circumstance, Thoreau develops
humor with legend and myth in the form of play on words. At Cape
Cod, where he observed a mirage on the dunes, he makes a pun with
his own last name regarding Scandinavian legend and the possibility
of Norsemen having actually seen the Cape Cod coastline with its

mirages eight hundred years earlier: "But whether Thorfinn saw the

mirage here or not, Thor-eau, one of the same family, did; and. per-
chance it was because Leif the Lucky had, in a previous voyage,
taken Thorer and his people off the rock in the middle of the sea,

that Thor-eau was born to see it."^ The legendary name of a French
Canadian river which sounds as though it were named after a river
god^2 serves as a source of humor. Thoreau wrote that the wild,
legendary Riviere au Chien "cannot, by any license of language, be
translated into Dog River, for that is not such a giving it to the
dogs, and recognizing their place in creation, as the French im-

plies. "23 The legendary flavor of La Riviere au Chien which sounds,

to Thoreau 's ear, like a river guarded by the wild spirit of some
animal deity which the settlers may have believed in, is entirely
lost by the translation "Dog River" which is indeed giving it to the

dogs.



Thoreau made use of Roman folklore for puns as well. He addres-
ses himself to Irish immigrant farmers whose labor is too much bound
by a merely material existence. Referring to an Irish farmer whose
joints were swollen from milking a cow, the Yankee philosopher writes:
"If my joints are not swollen, it must be because I deal with the
teats of celestial cows before breakfast (and the milker in this
case is always allowed some of the milk for his breakfast), to say
nothing of the flocks and herds of Admetus afterward .

"

2 ^

The Greek myth of the burden of Atlas is intertwined with the
modern sense of the word atlas to produce a subtle play on words in
The Maine Woods . The increasing population of small towns in the
back woods of Maine increases the burden of Atlas in both the classi-
cal and modern sense: "We went by Avenue Road, which is quite straight
and very good, northwestward toward Moosehead Lake, through more than
a dozen flourishing towns, with almost every one its academy,—not
one of which, however, is on my General Atlas, published, alas! in

1824; so much are they before the age, or I behind it! The earth
must have been considerably lighter to the shoulders of General
Atlas then." 2^ The god Terminus is also the subject of Thoreau'

s

ruse. He describes his wood gathering in the Walden woods: "My

employment out of doors now was to collect the dead wood in the for-
est, bringing it in my hands or on my shoulders, or sometimes trail-
ing a dead pinetree under each arm to my shed. An old forest fence
which had seen its best days was a great haul for me. I sacrificed
it to Vulcan, for it was past serving the god Terminus." 2 ^ The
humorous understatement of "it was past serving the god Terminus"
does more for the sentence than depending solely upon the conven-
tional statement "had seen its best days." Thoreau is punning with
the word Terminus, god of boundaries, inasmuch as the forest fence,

old and decayed, was beyond serving as a boundary and was itself ter-

minated .

Finally, in„ "A Winter Walk" Thoreau plays upon the words "Jupi-
ter" and "Saturn" as being shining stars (planets) as well as com-

forting mythical beings. Describing the sky seen through a tent he
writes, "It was no time darker than twilight within the tent, as we
could easily see the moon through its transparent roof as we lay;

for there was the moon still above us, with Jupiter and Saturn on

either hand, looking down on Wachusett, and it was a satisfaction
to know that they were our fellow-travelers still." 2 ^ Thoreau
humorously gives credit to the gods (fellow-travelers) for realiz-
ing that he had not deserted them; he was merely under a canvas
roof.

Despite the fact that Thoreau placed minor importance on the

overall value of humor as a mode of human expression, he neverthe-
less was quite capable of being a humorist. While his mythological
reference tends at times to border on the obscure, it does add much
to the sharpness of his unique sense of humor.
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THOMAS CARLYLE AND THE TRANSCENDENTALISTS

by Gordon McLennan

Thomas Carlyle was born in 1795 in Ecclefechan, a small village in
Dumfriesshire, Scotland. His stonemason father was a staunch Calvinist
who believed in the righteousness of work for its own sake. In conver-
sation, the elder Carlyle expressed his convictions through an exuberant
blend of humor and irascibility, a style which his son made his own.

Young Carlyle attended the Annan Academy and the University of Edin-
burgh, where he studied for the ministry before accepting teaching as-

signments at the Annan school and, later, at the Burgh school in Kirk-
caldy, near Edinburgh. Hating teaching as much as preparation for the

ministry, Carlyle abandoned both.
In Edinburgh, he studied German, translated Goethe's Wilhelm Meis-

ter T
s Apprenticeship (which was published in 1824) and began a corre-

spondence with Goethe which continued until the latter 's death in 1832.
Carlyle wrote a biography of Schiller, an article in the Edinburgh Re-
view on Richter and four volumes of German Romance , including transla-
tions of Richter, Tieck, Hoffmann and Goethe's Wilhelm Meister's Travels ,

Between 1828 and 1830, he contributed articles to the Edinburgh
Review , the Foreign Review , the Foreign Quarterly Review and Fraser 's

Magazine . "Signs of the Times", "On History" and "Characteristics"
appeared during this time, while Sartor Resartus , which was written
from 1830-31, found no British publisher. It did not appear until
November, 1833, when Fraser*

s

began to serialize it.

In the 1830 f
s came The French Revolution , a popular success which

made Carlyle a public figure, and a book on Chartism. In the forties
came On Heroes and Hero-Worship and Oliver Cromwell's Letters and

Speeches . In 1851 there was The Life of John Sterling and between
1858 and 1865 the six volumes of Frederick the Great.



Carlyle 's social criticism was sharpened by his study of litera-
ture, languages, mythology, philosophy, economics and history. His
style was passionate, full of exaggeration, sarcasm, irony and para-
dox. Contemptuous of personal mediocrity and institutional cant, Car-

lyle insisted that the core of religious truth had been sentimental-
ized by structured Christianity. In political life, the individual
had surrended his destiny to simpleminded assumptions and unworthy
rulers. Laissez-faire economics and mindless levelling had unleashed
intellectual, spiritual as well as material poverty. Goethe was
Carlyle' s hero. Byron was a poor model, and he described Coleridge
as a hundred horse power steam engine with a burst boiler.

The Transcendentalists discovered Goethe and German romantic
idealism through Carlyle 's early translations and periodical essays.
His life style and social criticism were a powerful and continuing
model which influenced his Yankee friends even as they disliked
Carlyle T

s identification of wisdom with worldly power.
Emerson visited the Carlyle s whenever he was in Europe, both

at Craigenputtock in 1832 and thereafter at 5 Cheyne Walk (now num-
ber 24) in London's Chelsea. Carlyle greeted Emerson one night in

London with "Well, here we are shovelled together again." 1 Their
continuing correspondence was warm and frank, with Margaret Fuller's
1846 arrival in Chelsea having been preceded by Emerson's written
assertion of her genius. Carlyle found Fuller "an excellent soul-
and enjoyed her writings. His reaction to The Dial (which Emerson
had wanted him to edit long before Fuller reluctantly accepted the
task) was that it was well-intentioned but too mystical, lacking the
tough common sense he valued.

When no British publisher would touch Carlyle f
s manuscripts, his

affinity with New England continued through Emerson's arrangements
for American publication. In 1875, nine years after he had turned
down an honorary doctorate from Edinburgh University, Carlyle ac-
cepted the identical honour from Harvard, with a large part of his
personal library being sent across the Atlantic to Cambridge, and
Charles Eliot Norton, another Chelsea visitor, becoming an early
Carlyle editor.

Ian Campbell's Thomas Carlyle (Hamish Hamilton, 1974) is a com-
pelling synthesis of criticism and biography, primary research and
scholarly speculation. Campbell is in the English Department at

Edinburgh University and a member of the Edinburgh-Duke University
editorial team producing a new edition of the Carlyle letters.

Though Carlyle has been called the apostle of the world of work,

3

his chief concern was personal integrity and self-discipline. Work
for the sake of money disgusted him, a fact ignored by later ideo-
logues and totalitarians who expropriated his name to their cause.

By his writing, Carlyle wanted to encourage the creation of an
acceptable parliamentary system which citizens would be proud to

obey. Though order, proper management and submission to capable
rulers were essentials of society, he wrote Emerson of his suspi-
cion of both radicalism and conservatism.

Carlyle was shy and intolerant, great-hearted and incredibly
narrow. He found the Irish lazy and superstitious and Cromwell more



of a hero for having controlled their nonsense. In The Nigger Ques-
tion , written in the forties, he argued that any slowdown in produc-
tion by colonial blacks should be met with as much force as necessary.

Carlyle f
s support of Jamaica's ruthless Governor Eyre in 1865 led to

John Stuart Mill's break with the Sage of Chelsea. Though he hated
railways, Carlyle prudently invested in railway stock and profited
modestly.

Campbell makes no attempt to gloss the more grotesque implica-
tions of Carlyle f

s often morbid fear of sentimentality and social
violence, but he does show the extent to which Carlyle' s world was
indeed a nightmare demanding confrontation, whether by an imagina-
tion like Dickens or an intellectual juggernaut like Carlyle.

Campbell demolishes the oft-told story of Carlyle 's spiritual re-
birth along Edinburgh's Leith Walk, by observing that the Everlasting
Yea was less an absolute affirmation of transcendent joy than Carlyle 's

acceptance of a universe in which joy and anguish merge.
Only in conversation was Carlyle relieved of the loneliness which

followed him in all his relationships — parents, teachers, Margaret
Gordon, an early love, and Edward Irving, the teacher-minister who
was Carlyle ? s friend and mentor and with whom he would walk for thir-
ty miles at a time. Irving 's subsequent lapse into mystagoguery was
followed by his public ruin and premature death. Carlyle married
Jane Baillie Welch in 1826. She had intellect, energy, elegance and
patience. She served and cared for him until her death in 1866. Her
headaches, ennui and jealousy were provoked by a frustration which
Lidian Emerson would have understood.

The Carlyles lived frugally, even at the rare times when they
could afford excess. The writer's daily routine included morning
work, then a walk and early dinner, followed by walking or riding, and
night entertaining, mostly at home. The day's final visitor would be
walked part way home. Then Carlyle would return to 5 Cheyne Walk for
his porridge and bed.

In his book, Campbell includes part of a letter Jane Carlyle had
written from Scotland to her servant, Charlotte, who had been "left in

charge of the Chelsea house during Jane's absence and that of Carlyle,

who was researching Frederick the Great in Germany. Carlyle was ex-

pected to return prior to Jane's arrival. She wrote accordingly:
You know his ways and what he needs pretty well
by this time. Trouble him with as few questions
as possible. You can ask him what he will take
tea or coffee to breakfast? - and whether he would
broth, or a pudding to dinner? You must always
give him one or other with his meat and either
an egg to breakfast or a slice of bacon. I think
you can now cook most of the things he takes often-
est boiled fowl, mutton broth, chops and bread
and ground rice puddings — if you take pains to

please him I have no doubt you will. And if he
look fussed and cross , never mind, so long as you

are doing your best, travelling always puts him in

a fever and nobody can look and speak amiably with
sick nerves. ->



Carlyle's circle at various times included Ruskin, Dickens, Mill,
Thackeray, Browning, Tennyson and George Eliot who said of him:

There is hardly a superior or active mind of
this generation that has not been modified by
Carlyle's writings; there has hardly been an
English book written for the last ten or twelve
years that would not have been different if

Carlyle had not lived.

6

Carlyle died in 1881. He was buried near his parents, in the Ec-
clefechan churchyard. He had refused burial in Westminster Abbey.

Emerson valued and needed Carlyle. Henry Thoreau read him eager-
ly and thoroughly. Margaret Fuller found both Carlyles fascinating.
Though his book does not consider at length Carlyle f

s Yankee influ-
ence, Ian Campbell T s gifted and humane examination is a reliable ad-
dition to any collection devoted to the Transcendentalists.
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A NOTE ON THOREAU, WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS, AND

WALLACE STEVENS

by Richard Tuerk

Very little work has been done on the many similarities between
Thoreau' s verse and that of twentieth-century American poets. Espec-
ially significant seem the relationships between the poetic theories
and practices of Thoreau, William Carlos Williams, and Wallace Stevens,

Although Charles R. Anderson points out in The Magic Circle of Waiden
that the paradoxes Thoreau feels are inherent in the role of the poet
would probably have appealed to Stevens, little study of specific
areas of agreement has been undertaken. Yet at some points the lang-

uage of Thoreau, Williams, and Stevens concerning poetic theory is

surprisingly similar. I doubt, however, that in these instances Wil-
liams and Stevens used Thoreau as a source. Rather, the similarities
are to be explained, I feel, by the three men f

s use of common sources

and by their similar poetic temperaments. Especially striking are

the resemblances between a famous passage in an early journal entry

by Thoreau, some statements on poetic theory Williams makes in his
Autobiography , and some of Stevens' "Adagia."

In an early journal entry for March 3, 1839, under the rubric
"The Poet," Thoreau explains the role of the poet:

He must be something more than natural,—even super-
natural. Nature will not speak through but along with
him. His voice will not proceed from her midst, but,
breathing on her, will make her the expression of his
thought. He then poetizes when he takes a fact out of

nature into spirit. He speaks without reference to

time or place. His thought is one world, hers another.

He is another Nature,—Nature's brother. Kindly offices
do they perform for one another. Each publishes the

other's truth. (I, 74-75)

The central ideas of this famous statement are, of course, easily
traced to Sir Philip Sidney's Apology for Poetry , a document that
obviously serves as a common source for Thoreau and other American
poets. In his Autobiography , for example, William Carlos Williams
insists that the task of the poet "is NOT to hold the mirror up to

nature .... It is to make, out of the imagination, something not

at all a copy of nature, but something quite different, a new thing,

unlike anything else in nature, a thing advanced and apart from it."

Clearly echoing Sidney's idea that the poet "doth grow in effect
another nature," this passage, like Thoreau's journal entry, insists
that the poet creates something that never before existed. To do

this, Williams feels, the poet must "imitate" nature, as Aristotle
says; but Williams carefully redefines "imitate": "To imitate na-
ture," he writes, "involves the verb to do. To copy is merely to

reflect something already there, inertly: Shakespeare's mirror is

all that is needed for it. But by imitation we enlarge nature it-

self, we become nature or we discover in ourselves nature's active
part" (p. 241). These ideas too, of course, ultimately come from
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Sidney and his neo-Platonic sources, but they are the same ones Thoreau
chooses to emphasize.

In "Adagia" in Opus Posthumous Stevens gives his own version of some
of these ideas, and his wording too is strikingly similar to Thoreau* s,
again probably because of similarities in temperament and sources. For
example, whereas Thoreau writes that the poet "is another Nature," for
Stevens "The poem is a nature created by the poet, "3 making the thing
created rather than the creator into the other nature. Stevens also
writes: "Poetry has to be something more than a conception of the mind.
It has to be a revelation of nature" (p. 164), words that are reminis-
cent of Thoreau 1

s "Each publishes the other's truth." Finally, Stevens
writes: "The poet is a god, or, the young poet is a god. The old poet
is a tramp" (p. 173), words that could be taken as a wry comment on
Thoreau' s optimistic, youthful assertion that the poet "must be some-
thing more than natural,—even supernatural."

Central to all three of these writers' concepts of the role of the
poet are ideas found in Sidney's Apology , especially the idea that the
poet is not a mere copier but a creator of something new. He is to

go beyond being a mere imitator who holds a mirror up to nature and be-
come a creator—a god, so to speak—who uses material from the world
around him to create something that never before existed. Certainly
Thoreau, Williams, and Stevens have more in common than just this por-
tion of their poetic theories. Nonetheless, these similarities are
significant, if only because they may in part help explain the simi-
larities in imagery in the works of the three poets, each of whom in-
corporates concrete, detailed, sensory descriptions of parts of nature
into his works of art. Possibly these similarities provide the start-
ing point for a full scale comparison of the poetic theories and prac-
tices of these important writers.

ENDNOTES

1
The Magic Circle of Walden (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Win-^

ston, 1968), p. 104.
o

The Autobiography of William Carlos Williams (New York: New
Directions, 1951), p. 241.

Opus Posthumous , ed. Samuel French Morse (New York: Alfred A.

Knopf, 1957), p. 166.

Note : Richard Tuerk is currently a member of the Department of

Literature and Languages at the East Texas State University in Com-

merce, Texas.
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A TOUCH OF QUICKSILVER

A Review by Gerri L. Herrick
Pilgrim at Tinker Creek , by Annie Dillard (New York:
Harper's Magazine Press, 1974) 271 pp., cloth $7.95

Annie Dillard is more than a familiar name to Lyceum members and
to all who read the Thoreau Society Bulletin ; it is the bouquet and
tang of dandelion wine in her writing and in her sketches of Henry
Thoreau toting in his firewood, or contemplating a chilly dip in the
Pond (Spring and Fall issues, ' 74) . Pilgrim at Tinker Creek , Miss
Dillard's first full-length prose work, is just as tangy and capti-
vating as her sketches, with an added touch of quicksilver.

Although arranged as a personal narrative, the book is composed
largely of short pieces reprinted from Living Wilderness , The Atlan-
tic , and other periodicals; while it is studded with jewelled high-
lights , it emerges, ipso facto , uneven in tone and emphasis - alter-
nately exhilarating and sobering, bewitching and appalling, buoyant
and resigned. This tour de force is not for the squeamish nor for

the frowsy. Rather, it is a prickly spur to confront once more the
ancient question: What kind of world is this anyway?

Annie Dillard claims she is "no scientist", yet she focuses her
microscope deftly and discusses chloroplasts and electrons with ease;
she is, in fact, a meticulous observer and scholar who quotes Ein-
stein and Heisenberg, Pliny and Julian of Norwich as handily as she
does Edwin Way Teale and Dylan Thomas. A professional prose stylist,
and a metaphysical poet, she can be, withal, playful, ironic, down-
to-earth, and even flippant. A few brief excerpts will serve to

illustrate her extraordinary range of vier:

(1) "The plankton bloom is what interests me... all
those microscopic drifting animals that so stagger-
ingly outnumber us.. I squint at the little rotifer
called monostyla... a flattened oval... I have a hard
time telling if it is above or beneath a transparent
alga. ...If I have life, sense, energy, will, so does
a rotifer. These are real creatures..." (p. 120)

(2) "Creation is not a sketch ... Look at the coot's
feet, the mantis 's face, the human ear..." (and in
previous sections) the flight of the redwing, the

6,000 mile root system of one winter rye plant, a

lacewing eating its own eggs, the horseshoe crab,
an elm tree with its six million leaves intricately
toothed, the enphron and the newt, the mockingbird's
song, the Arctic seal and the Osage orange convoluted
as any human brain, "...not only did the creator create
everything. . .he is apt to create anything ." (p. 134-5)

Bewildered at first by such fecundity and such intricacy of form,

haunted by the cruelty and voraciousness of the creatures observed,
Annie Dillard finally attains a new plateau of awareness and shares

her insight with us:
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"This is the way the world is, altar and cup, lit
by the fire from a star that has only begun to die.
...Although we are moral creatures in an amoral
world, the world's amorality does not make it a

monster. I must go down to the creek, and so save
myself from being brutalized." (p. 179)
"That something is everywhere and always amiss is
part of the very stuff of creation." (p. 180)

From the opaque physical world of micro-organisms and the spin-
ning world of myriad visible creatures, including man, to the high-
frequency realms of metaphysical truths is a span almost beyond
human comprehension. "There are more things in heaven and earth,
Horatio...", but Miss Dillard does not flinch. She has experienced
a vision of "a tree with lights in it" and "grass that was wholly
fire", but for one reader the following passage above all approaches
a sense of divine revelation:

"Imagine a chilly night and a meadow; balls of dew
droop from the curved blades of grass... The grass
at the edge of the meadow begins to tremble and sway.
Here come the eels . The largest are five feet long.
All are silver. They stream into the meadow, sift
between grasses and clover, veer from your path...
All you see is a silver slither, like twisted ropes
of water falling ... over the slide to the creek.
Silver eels in the night... Down streams to rivers,
down rivers to the sea, south in the North Atlantic
where they meet and pass billions of northbound el-
vers, they are returning to the Sargasso Sea..." (pp. 219-20)

Who can define the true mystic vision? Even those masters of

such works of illumination as The Songs of Innocence , The Seven Storey
Mountain , and Walden might hesitate. Annie Dillard expresses herself
as clearly as anyone before this dilemna:

"The secret of seeing is, then, the pearl of great
price. .. .although the pearl may be found, it may not
be sought. The literature of illumination reveals
this above all: although it comes to those who wait
for it, it is always, even to the most practiced and
adept, a gift and a total surprise... The secret of

seeing is to sail on a solar wind." (p. 33)

Note : Gerri L. Herrick has published reviews and articles on Thoreau
and other Transcendental writers as well as original poems and papers
on college composition. Formerly Assistant Professor of English at

Westminster College and at SUNY, she now assists at the Lyceum. Cur-
rently she teaches one course at the Habitat Institute for the En-
vironment featuring creative observation and writing, based largely on
the works of Henry Thoreau, and entitled, "In Search of the Wild."
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THE THOREAU SOCIETY ANNUAL MEETING

The Annual Meeting of the Thoreau Society will be held in the

First Parish Church, Concord, on Saturday, July 12, the 158th anni-
versary of Thoreau' s birth. Following a coffee from 9-10, the meet-
ing will be called together by President William L. Howarth, asso-
ciate professor of English at Princeton and editor-in-chief of The

Writings of Henry D. Thoreau .

The guest speaker of the day will be William J. Wolf, professor
of theology at the Episcopal Divinity School in Cambridge, Massachu-
setts. His talk is entitled: "A mystic - a transcendentalist - and
a natural philosopher to boot." The author of Lincoln's Religion ,

Professor Wolf's book Thoreau; Mystic Prophet Ecologist was pub-
lished in 1974.

The presidential address will end the program followed by lunch-
eon served at 12*45 in the church parlors for those holding tickets.
These may be reserved in advance of the July 8 deadline by sending
checks made out to the Thoreau Society to Mrs. Charles D. MacPherson,
46 Nagog Hill Road, Acton, Massachusetts 01720. Price: $3.75

The afternoon program will consist of specially arranged tours
of the Thoreau-Alcott house on Main Street, the Fruitlands Museum
in Harvard, Mass., the Concord Free Public Library, Walden Pond and
Sleepy Hollow.

The Lyceum's annual sherry party will be held at 156 Belknap
Street from 5-6 followed by the box supper. Reservations should be
made by mail or phone (369-5912) at $2.25 each before July 8. Tick-
ets will be held at the Lyceum until picked up

.

The Lyceum and the Concord Players have arranged to show their
copy of the BBC film One World At A Time to the evening session.
The brain child of the distinguished British actor, Eric Porter,
this picture was filmed in Concord during the late spring of 1973.
Following the showing, Eugene H. Walker, a Lyceum director, will be
inducted as the next President of the Thoreau Society.

PROF. GEORGE HENDRICK TO SPEAK AT LYCEUM

On Friday evening, July 11, at 8:30 , in the Lyceum, Professor

George Hendrick, Head of the Department of English at the University

of Illinois will lecture on: Dr. Samuel Arthur Jones: Thoreauvian .

This will be a good beginning for the Thoreau Society's annual meet-

ing in Concord

.

Dr. Jones, born in England in 1834, came to America eight years

later and began his medical studies at the Free Academy in Utica,

N.Y. A practicing homeopathic physician until his death in 1912, Dr

Jones was also a book collector, concentrating in his later life on

literary works of the nineteenth century, especially Carlyle and the

Transcendentalists. In addition to his collection of all the first

editions of Thoreau, Dr. Jones also acquired manuscripts and letters

His correspondence with Thoreauvians including H.G.O. Blake, Daniel

Ricketson, Henry Salt, and Alfred and Horace Hosmer of Concord was
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voluminous -much of which was discovered by Prof. Hendrick in the
home of Dr. Jones' son in Urbana. The University of Illinois has
since added these valuable memorabilia to its library.

Prof. Hendrick has been teaching at Urbana since 1965, having
earned his Ph.D. at the University of Texas in 1954, after writing
a thesis on Thoreau and Gandhi. He has recently completed a book-
length study on Henry Salt, British biographer of Thoreau.

THE LIVELY ARTS IN CONCORD IN THE SUMMER OF '75

For Lyceum members planning to visit Concord this summer, we can
report that there will be no dearth of entertainment, night or day.
For instance, every afternoon except Saturdays, in the First Parish
Church, there will be an enactment of an authentic town meeting which
will include discussions of pre-Revolutionary and contemporary issues
with opportunity to vote.

Moving across the Mill Brook to 51 Walden Street, we learn that
the Concord Players will present A Flurry of Birds , the play that won
the Bicentennial Contest, on the evenings of June 25, 27 and 28, July

2, and on Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays through July 28. Through-
out the month of August on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays, the Play-
ers will produce Jo, a musical adaption of Little Women .

A multi-media show entitled The Concord Conscience, written by
John Butman and Richard Carey will be presented daily, beginning
June 15, "on the hour every hour" from 10 to 4.

Serious Thoreau readers will enjoy Clear Sky , Pure Light , an
Evening with Henry David Thoreau , a one man show by Christopher
Childs, a very capable and interesting young actor. This will be
presented on Sunday evenings at 8 p.m. through August beginning on

July 6.

WALDEN POND - OLD AND NEW LOOKS

Visitors to Walden this summer of '75 will enjoy the new unclut-
tered look at Thoreau' s house site. Under the supervision of Roland
Robbins, distinguished Thoreauvian archaeologist, the heavy boulder
and bronze plaque have been removed and the cairn of stones relocated
to the left of the site so that the view of the Pond from Thoreau'

s

front door is once more uninterrupted. The work was done as a pro-
ject of The Friends of Walden, Inc. and under the aegis of the Depart-

ment of Natural Resources which now controls the Reservation. In

case your visit coincides with a hot summer weekend and the sight of

the bathers turns you off, remember the following paragraph from an
1893 'Concord Guide Book by George Bartlett:

"One of the first public uses of Walden Pond and its sur-
rounding groves, was for a celebration of the freeing of

the slaves in the British West Indies. .. .Since this time,

Lake Walden, as it is now called, has become one of the

most popular summer resorts.. for the social meetings of

associations, Sunday-schools, church festivals, Fourth
of July picnics, temperance meetings, spiritualistic
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encampments, . .The grounds are furnished with seats,
swings, dining-hall, dancing-hall, speaking-room with
seats, boats for excursions over the lake, bath houses,
etc., and is now to be provided with baseball grounds.
The walks are delightful and are occasionally extended
to Concord village, only about one mile distant."

THE THOREAU FOUNDATION AND THE THOREAU LYCEUM

The Thoreau Foundation is a small, non-profit public organiza-
tion formed in 1966 by Concordians who believed that there should be
a Thoreau Center in the town where the author-naturalist-philosopher
was born and spent most of his life.

The Thoreau Lyceum is that center. Its headquarters are in a

19th century shingled house on the southern extension of Belknap
Street next to the lot on which the Thoreau family's "Texas House"
once stood. There the curator and her staff of three part-time as-
sistants welcome visitors of all ages and background whether they are
teaching, writing, studying or just beginning to learn about the life
and ideas of Henry Thoreau.

The building houses a small museum area with displays of Thoreau
memorabilia including his town desk, a copy of the Ricketson bust,
several original survey maps, examples of the family lead pencil busi-

ness, Indian artifacts from the Concord River Valley and old maps and
pictures of the town and Thoreau' s friends and contemporaries. A
life-size replica of the Walden House stands on the lawn behind the

Lyceum and reproductions of the caned bed and the writing desk which
the author made as well as three chairs similar to the kind he used
may be seen there

.

Changing exhibitions based on Thoreau' s interests are arranged on
the second floor and the Lyceum library is open to students and brow-
sers. Literary lectures and slide-talks on various aspects of nature-

study are given from time to time throughout the year. Membership in

the organization is open to the public and The Concord Saunterer , a

quarterly newsletter, is mailed to members.
The Lyceum is open every day except for National Holidays and the

19th of April. Hours are from 10 to 5 Mondays through Saturdays, and
from 2 to 5 on Sundays . Admission charges are as follows

:

Adults $.50
Young People (grades 1-12): $.25

Rates for classes coming by arrangement for instruction: $.35 per
pupil. Members and their guests admitted free of charge.

Admission to the Lyceum Gift and Book Shops: FREE!

NOTE: THE LYCEUM BUYS AS WELL AS SELLS BOOKS; IF YOU
ARE INTERESTED, SEND US A QUOTE.
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THE THOREAU LYCEUM

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

Member

Family

Friend of the Lyceum

Contributing Member

Life Member

$ 3.00

5.00

10.00

25.00

100.00

156 Belknap Street, Concord, Massachusetts 01742

(617) 369-5912

Non-profit and Tax-exempt

All Inquiries should be addressed to:

Mrs. Thomas W. McGrath, Curator


